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Abstract
Advances in computer networking technology and open
system standards are making the creation and management
of virtual enterprises feasible. A virtual enterprise is a
temporary consortium of autonomous, diverse, and possi-
bly geographically dispersed organizations that pool their
resources to meet short-term objectives and exploit fast-
changingmarket trends. For a virtualenterpriseto succeed,
its business processes must be automated, and its startup
costs must be minimized.
In this paper we describe a formal framework for model-
ingandreasoningaboutinteractionsin a virtual enterprise.
Such a framework will form the basis for tools that provide
automated support for creation and operation of virtual en-
terprises.
1. Introduction
Advances in computer networking technology and open
system standards have made it practically feasible to create
andmanagevirtualenterprises. A virtualenterprise[6, 7] is
a temporary consortium of autonomous, diverse, and possi-
bly geographically dispersed organizations that pool their
resources to meet short-term objectives and exploit fast-
changing market trends. Upon realizing the objective, the
enterprise can possibly disband. For a virtual enterprise to
succeed, it must coordinate many varied tasks and facili-
tate data sharingamongheterogeneousinformationsystems
without compromisingthe proprietaryinformationassets of
any individual organization. Network-based virtual enter-
prise is a powerful paradigm that has the potential to pro-
foundly impact a wide range of business practices.
￿This work is partially supported by a DLA/DARPA contract and by
the NSF grants IRI-9404629, CCR-9705998, 9711386, 9510072 9404921,
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Because virtualenterprisesare composedof autonomous
entities and created for short-term objectives, their business
processes must be automated, and their startup costs must
be minimized. Therefore, the very process of creating a
virtual enterprise must be automated as much as possible.
In this paper we propose a formal framework based on
ConcurrentTransactionLogic(
C
T
R) formodelingandrea-
soningaboutinteractionsinavirtualenterprise. Thisframe-
work will form the basis for a Virtual Enterprise Manage-
ment Systems (VEMS).A VEMS is envisionedas a tool that
will enable declarative modeling and automatic enactment
of virtual enterprises. Moreover, since the proposed frame-
work is rooted in logic, it will permit reasoning about the
intended behavior of virtual enterprises and support veri-
ﬁcation to ensure that virtual enterprises function as speci-
ﬁed. Forillustrationpurposeswefocusontask coordination
and information interchange in a virtual enterprise.
2. Example of a Virtual Enterprise
The following scenario, drawn from our CASP project1
experience illustrates a typical situation that would beneﬁt
from the creation of a virtual enterprise. A maintenance
crew is doing a routine inspection of a rescue helicopter.
A defect is discovered in the strut assembly of the landing
gear. This component is an assembly of parts that was de-
signed to last for the life of the aircraft and is not available
from the maintenance parts depot. The original supplier of
the assembly is no longer available to providethe assembly,
so an alternate source must be found. Currentlythis process
can easily take more than a year. To expedite the repair,
1CASP, the Center for Agile Sources of Parts, manages a consortium
of more than 100 manufacturers with experience building military parts.
The Defense Logistics Agency uses CASP to identify and contract with
these manufacturers for parts that are no longer available from their orig-
inal sources. At SUNY Stony Brook, we have developed tools to support
this identiﬁcation process [12].a request for the assembly is made to the Defense Logis-
tics Agency’s (DLA) On-Demand Manufacturing Program
(ODM). To rapidly supply the needed assembly, the ODM
management team assembles a virtual enterprise made up
of several collaborating manufacturers, DLA engineers, au-
ditors, and assorted information providers.
The ODM management team ﬁrst identiﬁes potential
manufacturersby matching their capabilities, previouslyin-
ferred and stored in DLA’s knowledge bases, with the tech-
nical characteristics of the needed part. Bids are then so-
licited from the selected manufacturers. Some bids may
propose changes to part design to reﬂect current technol-
ogy trends. Evaluation of such bids requires assembling
an engineering team with competence in the appropriate
technology. The engineering evaluation may itself require
searching heterogeneous data sources for information on
parts built previously using similar technology. Each bid
is analyzed and a contract is awarded to the group that best
meets the goals of price and timeliness. After the contractis
awarded, the ODM management team interacts continually
with the manufacturing group to identify and work around
problems that may arise as the assembly is being produced.
Observe from the scenario above that in a virtual enter-
prise, the interactions between entities are inherently com-
plex, since the autonomy of the entities precludes any sim-
pliﬁcation of the interrelationships. Given the complexity,
diversity and short-term nature of virtual enterprises, au-
tomation of coordinationand informationinterchangeis es-
sential. Without automation, creation and operation of a
virtual enterprise is extremelylabor intensive and on a large
scale is well nigh impossible. To make automation possible
we need:
  A formal speciﬁcation language to specify the struc-
ture of entities, processes and their interactions at a
high-level.
  Veriﬁcation methods to ascertain that the virtual enter-
prise possesses certain key properties that are essen-
tial for it to function correctly. For example, in the
ODM virtual enterprise above, a key property is: Any
part produced using new technology must always be
approved by the engineering team.
  Techniques for automatically deriving coordination
andinformationinterchangemechanismsfromthe for-
mal description.
Analogousto a Data Base ManagementSystem (DBMS)
thatprovidestoolsformodelingandmanipulatinglargecol-
lections of structured data, we envision a Virtual Enterprise
Management System (VEMS), providing a comprehensive
set oftoolsformodeling,analysis, andoperationofa virtual
enterprise. A VEMS, based on a formal framework as out-
lined above, enables the creation of virtual enterprises that
meet their design speciﬁcations.
2.1. Enabling Technologies
Severalcore technologiesareneededforthe creationand
operationofavirtualenterprise. Internettechnologyandthe
evolving standards for interoperability are important tech-
nologies that support the communication fabric of a virtual
enterprise. Workﬂow Management technologies serve the
coordinationneeds, andMediation technologiesaddress the
information needs of a virtual enterprise.
We will ﬁrst examine the issues underlying coordination
in a virtual enterprise throughthe following example drawn
from our CASP project.
Example 2.1 (Bid Evaluation). Consider the workﬂow
represented in Figure 1, which represents a simpliﬁed
process of evaluating a single bid received in response to
DLA’s request for bids on the landing gear strut assembly.
The workﬂow represented by the graph consists of two
major parts: market evaluation of the bid (nodes B and C)
and technical evaluation of the bid (nodes D, E, F, G, H).
When both evaluations are completed (as indicated by the
AND-node A), a decision is made (node I).
Thetechnicalevaluationofabidcanbedoneeitherbyan
internalteam of engineers(nodesE, F), by a consultantﬁrm
(nodes G, H), or both the internal team and the consultant
may need to be involved. These alternatives are indicated
by the OR-node D.
Coordinating such a workﬂow would have been quite
straightforward if not for the dependencies that cannot be
easily captured by graphs. Speciﬁcally, the following con-
straints,expressedinformally,mightbeapplicableinthebid
evaluation process:
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This constraint says that if the cost of the part is above
$1000, then task
E or task
G must be executed (i.e.,
technical analysis should be performed), but
E (inter-
nal evaluation) is preferred over
G (hiring a consul-
tant).
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In other words, do not hire a consultant if the cost of a
part is not very high.
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If it turns out to be necessary to do both the internal
evaluation and hire a consultant, then the consultant
should ﬁnish work before risk analysis gets into full
swing.
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Figure 1. Bid Evaluation Workﬂow
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If the contractor’s overall rating was determined to be
low, then spending additional funds on a consultant is
not justiﬁed.
6. if
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￿ then
E before
C
If internal technical evaluation must take place, then
do it before evaluating the contractor.
7. if occurs(G) then
C before
G
Do not hire a consultant before the contractor is fully
evaluated.
￿
3. Logic-based Framework for Virtual Enter-
prises
As can be seen from Example 2.1, even in small work-
ﬂows it might be difﬁcult to fully comprehend all the con-
sequences of the speciﬁcations. For instance, are the above
constraints consistent? If they are, are they consistent with
the task precedence order implied by the graph in Figure 1?
Can it happen that certain activities can never be executed
(which probably indicates a bug)? Apart from the consis-
tency issue, it is important to be able to reason about the
properties of the workﬂows. For instance, to assess the cor-
rectness of ourspeciﬁcations, we mightneedto verifyprop-
erties, such as “is it true that
E (the internal technical eval-
uation of the bid) is always done?” Yet another issue is the
efﬁciency of the coordination process. Of course, we can
always select a possible execution and then check if it sat-
isﬁes the constraints. If it does not, then we can try to ﬁnd
another execution. Unfortunately, this process might force
the workﬂow scheduler to do exponential amount of work
and thus is inefﬁcient.
Our contention is that representation of complex enter-
prisescanandshouldbedoneusinglogicas aunifyingprin-
ciple. Furthermore, the very same language should be used
for modeling, reasoning, and coordination of these enter-
prises. We have already shown in [5] that a logic-based
formalism for workﬂows is as expressive as any current
method. The advantage of using a common logical frame-
work is that scheduling of activities in a virtual enterprise
as well as verifying its operational properties naturally re-
duce to one and the same problem — logical unsatisﬁabil-
ity. Consequently, there is no need to devise distinct, com-
plicated algorithms to deal with these seemingly unrelated
tasks.
Example 2.1 illustrates the potential of using powerful
logical formalisms, such as
C
T
R, for workﬂow manage-
ment. A number of formal approaches have been proposed
[14, 15, 11, 2, 8, 1, 4], but, unfortunately, most are in-
complete: one approach might be appropriate for modeling
workﬂows, another might be able to reason, and yet another
one to schedule. The problem is that it is not easy to get the
different approaches to work together (see [5] for detailed
comparisons).
It is therefore desirable to ﬁnd a formalism where all
three tasks can be done in a uniform way. For instance,
we would like to be able to represent the graph in Figure 1
and the constraints of Example 2.1 as a formula, and then
use the semantics and the logic’s proof theory to decide the
properties of the workﬂow.
An Overview of Concurrent Transaction Logic This
sectionprovidesashortsummaryofthe
C
T
Rsyntax,whichis used in this paper to represent workﬂows. Due to space
limitation, we cannot discuss the model theory of the logic
or its proof theory. Instead, we rely on the procedural read-
ing of
C
T
R statements.
Underlyingthelogicanditssemanticsisaset ofdatabase
states and a collection of paths.Apath is a ﬁnite sequence
ofdatabasestates. Forinstance, if
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i is a paths of length
n. Just as in
classical logic,
C
T
R formulas assume truth values. How-
ever, unlike classical logic, the truth of
C
T
R formulas is
determined over paths, not at states. If a formula,
 , is true
over a path
h
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s
n
i, it means that
  can execute start-
ing at state
s
￿. During the execution, the current state will
change to
s
￿,
s
￿, ..., etc., and the execution terminates at
state
s
n. With this in mind, the intended meaning of the
C
T
R connectives can be summarized as follows:
 
 
 
  means: execute
  then execute
 . In terms of
control ﬂow graphs (cf. Figure 1), this connective rep-
resents arcs connecting adjacent tasks.
 
 
j
  means:
  and
  must both execute concurrently,
in an interleaved fashion. This connective corresponds
to the “AND”-nodes in control ﬂow graphs.
 
 
 
  means:
  and
  must both execute along the
same path. In practicalterms, this is best understoodin
terms of constraints on the execution. For instance,
 
can be thoughtof as a transaction and
  as a constraint
on the execution of
 . It is this feature of the logic that
lets us specifytemporalconstraintsas partofworkﬂow
speciﬁcations.
 
 
 
  means: execute
  or execute
  non-
deterministically. This connective corresponds to the
“OR”-nodes in control ﬂow graphs.
 
 
  means: execute in any way, provided that this will
not be a valid execution of
 . There are many uses
for this feature. One is that, just as in classical logic,
the negation lets us deﬁne deductive rules which, in
terms of the workﬂows, correspond to sub-workﬂow
deﬁnitions. Negation is also an important component
in temporal constraint speciﬁcations.
Example 3.1 (Re-visiting Bid Evaluation). The following
is a representation of the control graph in Figure 1 in the
language of
C
T
R, where
A
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B means that one of the two
actions represented by
A must execute (or, perhaps, both
must execute together, in parallel.
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The following is a representation of the coordinationde-
pendencies #2 to #7 in the language of
C
T
R,where
O
E
means that action
E occurs somewhere on the execution
path. (
O is not a new operator in Transaction Logic; it can
be expressed through other logical connectives).
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However, expressing constraint #1 is more involved
and requires the necessity modality, “
￿,” and the non-
monotonicaspects of
C
T
R. In modal terms,
￿
  means that
  is the only transaction that can succeed from the present
state. The following
C
T
R expression represents the prefer-
ence constraint #1.
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Formally, this means: if
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￿ then either exe-
cute
E or, if this is not possible, execute
G.
Once constraints and the graph are speciﬁed in the logic,
the entire workﬂow can be represented as:
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Representing workﬂow control structure as logical formu-
las opens up a host of possibilities. For instance, it is now
possible to proveformallythat the speciﬁcations are consis-
tent (i.e., there is at least one valid schedule), that event
E
(internaltechnicalevaluation)always occurs,andthat if it is
necessary to hire a consultant (i.e.,
G occurs), then contrac-
tor evaluation must ﬁnish before doing risk analysis (i.e.,
C
must happen before
F). An even more important question
is, will everybid evaluationworkﬂowreacha decisionstage
(node I)? It is not immediately obvious that the latter is not
guaranteed!2
Another interesting consequence of the logical represen-
tation of workﬂows is that there is a close relationship be-
tween proving a formula like (2) and run-time scheduling
of the corresponding workﬂow. Namely, valid schedules
are by-productsof provingsuch formulas. As a result, there
is a direct relationship between the complexity of ﬁnding a
proof and the run-time cost of ﬁnding a schedule!
This leads to the following schedule optimization. Sup-
pose we can transform the workﬂow representation (2) into
an equivalent formula but one that has a more efﬁcient
proof. Then, in view of the above discussion, we can obtain
a more efﬁcient run-time scheduling algorithm for (2). This
line of research was pursued in [5], where it was shown that
(2) can be transformed into equivalent formula of the form
2Indeed, suppose that the bid prices the job under $1000 and activity
E recommends hiring a consultant. However, the latter is prevented by
Constraint 4.￿
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In other words, constraints 2 to 7 can be “compiled
away”andneverneedto be checkedbytheworkﬂowsched-
uler at run time. Constraint 1, which expresses a preference
relation,is moredifﬁculttohandleandis asubjectoffurther
research.
￿
4. Information Interchange
So far we have illustrated our approach by modeling and
reasoning about coordination requirements in a virtual en-
terprise. Note though that there are other types of interac-
tions in a virtualenterprise, notablyinterchangeof informa-
tion which is the topic of this section.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the information needs of a
virtual enterprise are best addressed by mediation technolo-
gies. Although much work has been done in the develop-
ment of mediation techniques for heterogeneous informa-
tion systems, there are particular issues in both security and
semantic mediation that arise in virtual enterprises, which
remain to be addressed. Below we describe these issues
and outline our approach to resolving them.
paragraphSecurity Mediation in Virtual Enterprises A
key aspect of informationinterchangein a virtual enterprise
is the need for entities to share possibly sensitive or pro-
prietary information without compromising the security of
other information. For an information consumer in the en-
terprise, the main concern is to have timely access to all
required information. At the same time, the information
provider3 is most concerned with shielding its proprietary
information from unauthorized access. The following ex-
ample illustrates these issues.
Example 4.1 (Component Manufacturing). Consider the
manufacturingphase of the ODM scenario (Section 2). The
bid process has been completed, and the virtual enterprise
is now engaged in producing the replacement landing gear.
One manufacturer, Entity A is responsible for producing a
component strut, which will be integrated into a larger strut
assembly by another manufacturer, Entity B. The manufac-
turing plan calls for Entity B to certify to the management
team that the entire strut assembly meets its speciﬁcations.
To make this certiﬁcation, Entity B requires the quality as-
surance report on the component strut from Entity A. En-
tity A’s quality report details critical properties and testing
results for the strut at various stages in the manufacturing
process. While this information is needed by Entity B to
certify the strut assembly, the report also reveals details of a
proprietarymanufacturingprocessused byEntity A. To sat-
isfy Entity B’s requirements while protecting its own pro-
3Note that a single entity in a virtual enterprise may act as both an
information consumer and an information provider.
prietaryinformation,EntityAagreestogiveEntityB access
to the quality report, provided that Entity B does not dis-
close proprietary information from the report to third par-
ties.
￿
Thus, the primary goal of security mediation in a vir-
tual enterprise is to ensure that all and only the informa-
tion needed by other entities be made available to them. To
achieve this goal, we must ﬁrst cope with the fact that a vir-
tual enterpriseis composedof autonomousentities that may
employ a wide range of incompatible security mechanisms.
More speciﬁcally, an effective solution for security media-
tion in a virtual enterprise must address the following areas
of heterogeneity:
  Security interfaces: Different organizations use dif-
ferent mechanisms for communication, identiﬁcation,
and authentication.
  Security policies: Different organizations may formu-
late their security policies in terms of different autho-
rization models and enforce access control at varying
levels of granularity.
Moreover, a virtual enterprise brings an added dimension
in that security considerations become intertwined with the
ﬂowofinformationthroughouttheenterprise,asthenondis-
closure requirement in Example 4.1 indicates. Indeed, it
is the interaction between security policies and information
dissemination in a virtual enterprise that is the focus of our
proposed research in security mediation.
Approach to Security Mediation Given that the auton-
omy of entities in a virtual enterprise precludes internal re-
organization,the best option for integrating them for secure
information interchange is to wrap them. Such a wrapper
will providea bridge betweenthe system-speciﬁc interfaces
of individual entities and a uniform external interface that
enables interaction with other wrapped entities. The capa-
bilities of a virtual enterprise wrapper speciﬁc to security
mediation will include:
  A uniform interface for secure communications (e.g.,
SSL), identiﬁcation, and authentication.
  Mapping between entity-speciﬁc security models and
an enterprise-level security model.
  Support for ﬁne-grained access control.
Furthermore, virtual enterprise wrappers will be speciﬁed
at a high level in a uniform logical framework that supports
their automated generation.
The idea of using wrappers (and even wrapper genera-
tors) to integrate heterogeneous systems is not new; it has
been explored previously, e.g., in [10, 9]. In addition, ourongoing research effort at SRI on Secure Access Wrappers
(SAW) involves the development of wrapping techniques
for integrating multilevel secure (MLS) databases in high-
assurance information systems. The novel aspects of wrap-
pers in a VEMS context are: (1) the speciﬁcation of wrap-
pers that manage both security and semantic heterogeneity
in a uniform logical framework; and (2) support for auto-
mated generation of such wrappers that are guaranteed to
meet their speciﬁcations.
Security Constraints in a Virtual Enterprise At a high
level, information interchange in a virtual enterprise in-
volves three distinct considerations: (1) semantic interre-
lationships among the data of differententities, (2) the local
security policies, and (3) the requirements of information
dissemination among the entities. Often considerations (2)
and (3) will conﬂict. Detecting and resolving such conﬂicts
is crucial to proper functioning of a virtual enterprise and
requires analysis of the interactions among all three of the
above considerations.
For illustration, consider again the situation in Exam-
ple 4.1. Since Entity B depends, in part, on Entity A’s
quality report for certiﬁcation of the strut assembly, En-
tity B’s information model includes a semantic relationship
that captures the inclusion of information from Entity A’s
quality report in Entity B’s own certiﬁcation report. In ad-
dition, Entity B’s workﬂow speciﬁes the transmission of its
certiﬁcation report to the management team. In the absence
of other information, it can be deduced that Entity B will
forward (parts of) Entity A’s quality report to the manage-
ment team. Note that this release of information would be
in conﬂict with Entity A’s nondisclosure constraint on En-
tity B. Detecting this conﬂict requires knowledge of the se-
mantic relationship, the control and information ﬂow, and
Entity A’s security policy. Resolving the conﬂict requires
either a relaxation of Entity A’s nondisclosureconstraint, or
a new constraint on Entity B’s release of its certiﬁcation re-
port(toremovetheproprietaryportionsofEntityA’squality
report).
Recall that the primary goal of security mediation in a
virtual enterprise is to permit all and only required informa-
tion to be shared. Implicit in this goal is the need to limit
exposure of any entity’s security policy (since otherwise it
may be possible to draw inferences pertaining to sensitive
or proprietary information). This need to protect individual
security policies further implies that detection and resolu-
tion of security conﬂicts in the virtual enterprise, which is
inherently global (enterprise-wide), should be carried out
locally and in a distributed manner.
We brieﬂy outline an approach for solving this problem.
During the formation of a virtual enterprise, each entity
develops a speciﬁcation of its information holdings, infor-
mation requirements, security policy, and workﬂow. From
this speciﬁcation, a set of access requirements is automat-
ically deduced, detailing what access to information (from
other entities) will be needed. A negotiation phase ensues
in which each entity requests the needed access rights from
others. Eachrequestforanaccess rightis eitherapprovedor
denied by the target entity, based on its own security policy
and access rights granted by others. Observe that a solution
to this problem will likely involve an intricate protocol that
must be veriﬁed. A logical framework will greatly facilitate
the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of such a protocol.
As with workﬂow coordination, automated support for
speciﬁcation, reasoning, and enforcement of security con-
straints in a virtual enterprise is essentially a problem of
logical inference. Moreover, since security policies inter-
act with process rules, reasoning about these interactions
within the same logical framework proposed for workﬂow
coordination is the best approach to security mediation in a
virtual enterprise environment.
5. Towards a Prototype Virtual Enterprise
Management System (VEMS)
As a proof of concept, we are currently building a pro-
totype VEMS tool kit for modeling and enacting virtual en-
terprises. A primary purpose of this effort is to verify our
ideas in practice and use it CASP, which is an on-demand
manufacturing venture.
We envision our prototypeto have a user-friendly graph-
ical design tool, which would permit the user to specify
workﬂows and mediators at a high level. The graphical tool
will be structured such that graphical and textual speciﬁca-
tions can be intermixed (e.g., complex temporal and tran-
sition constraints, or complex semantic mappings between
data sources could be speciﬁed textually). We have already
begunimplementinga cross-platformworkﬂowdesigntool.
At present, this tool can specify complex control ﬂows, and
we are now working on the speciﬁcation of a protocol that
will enable it to communicate with the logical subsystem at
the semantic level.
The virtual enterprise system infrastructure will be sup-
ported by XSB, the logic-based deductive engine that im-
plements
C
T
R. The XSB system is a deductive engine
developed here at Stony Brook. XSB is our choice for
several reasons: it is currently known as the most efﬁ-
cient implementation of deductive databases that outper-
forms other similar systems by one to two orders of magni-
tude [13]; it extends logic programming with higher-order
programming (HiLog [3]); it provides support for non-
monotonic reasoning (through its support for well-founded
semantics for negation); and it incorporates special index-
ing structures that considerably simplify the implementa-
tion of
C
T
R. Furthermore, XSB is well-integrated into the
overall computing infrastructure. It runs on most platforms(including Windows and the various ﬂavors of Unix), it in-
terfaces to database systems through ODBC drivers, has a
Perl interface, and Java interface is currently under devel-
opment. XSB has been installed in over a thousand sites
around the world. More information on XSB can be found
at http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/˜ sbprolog.
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